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Regularity results in domains of Euclidean n-space are established for 
generalized solutions of second order elliptic equations for which the coefficients 
of the differential operator and the nonhomogeneous term satisfy a Dini criterion. 
Generalized solutions are shown to be essentially classical solutions and a bound 
for the modulus of continuity of second order partial derivatives of the solution 
is established which yields Weyl’s lemma as a corollary. A differentiability 
theorem is also established for the case the ternIs of the equation have further 
differentiability properties. 
1. INTR~JxJ~TI~N 
Let Q be a fixed bounded open set in n-dimensional Euclidean space, En , 
n > 2. For U and V open sets in E, we use the notation UCC V if the closure 
of U is a compact subset of 1;: For I7 CC E,, we let 1 V 1 denote its Lebesgue 
measure, S(V) designate its diameter and V(r), for positive Y, represent the set 
of all points in 5’ which are at a distance at least P away from the boundary 
of v, av. 
Suppose f is continuous on 52. For 4 C Q and 0 < t < 8(-Q?,) we define the 
modulus of continuity off, 
w(t,f, Q,) = sup If (4 -f (YK 1z-vISt;z,u652~ 
If k is a nonnegative integer with f E @E(Q) (i.e., partial derivatives off of order k 
exist and are continuous over Q) then we define, for 52, CC Q and 0 < t < 8(.Q,), 
mk(t, f, Sz,) to be the maximum of the modulii of continuity of all the partial 
* This paper is based, in part, on a portion of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation written 
at the University of California at Riverside under the direction of Professor Victor L. 
Shapiro. 
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derivatives of order K off at t over Q2, . We shall say J is locally Dini continuous 
on Q if, for every Q, CC .Q, the following holds: 
I 
s&l,) 
w(t, f, Qr)t-~l dt is finite. (1.1) 
0 
If (1.1) holds for 52, = B then we say f is Dini contirmous on J2. For k a non- 
negative integer, f E P(Q) with all partial derivatives of order k off locally 
Dini continuous on Q, .Q, CC Q and 0 < t < S(Qr) we set 
*La&) 
w;(t,f, 52,) = lo’ w&f, Ql)rl ds +- t j, CL&, f> &)s-~ ds. (1.2) 
For convenience we set w* = wt. 
We observe that (1.1) implies that w*(t,f, .Q,) ---f 0 as t --+ 0. Furthermore, 
we observe that if 0 < 01 < 1 and there is some constant A such that w(t,f, Q,) 
is bounded by At= (i.e., f E C+$)) or A 1 In t l--1-a then there is a constant B 
such that w*(t,f, KG&) is bounded by Bt”: or B j In t I-&, respectively. 
(1.3) Remark. If a function g is continuously differentiable on B then by 
the mean value theorem, for each Q, CC Q, there exists a constant A such that 
w(t, g, Q,) < At, for 0 < t < S(QJ. But if f is Dini continuous on Qr and not 
identically constant, it is not difhcult to see (see Zygmund 15, p. 451) that there 
is a constant B such that t < Bw(t, f, Sz,), for 0 < t < Z&Q,); therefore, for 
0 < t d S(Q,), 
w(t, g, QI) < constant w( t, j, Q2,) 
and 
w(t, g, QI) 1 In t 1 < constant u*(t,f, 52,). 
We adopt the summation convention, that is, unless specified otherwise, a 
repeated index implies a sum over all valid values. Integrals are to be interpreted 
in the Lebesgue sense and Q(Q) is to have its usual meaning. For f and g with 
fg ELI(Q) we use the notation (f, g) to represent the integral off times g over Q;3, 
B(x, r) is to represent the open ball in En with center x and radius Y. 
Thoughout, we Iet K, L and M represent the uniformly elliptic second order 
partial differential operators on P(Q) defined by 
LU = aaij(x) a24ja,vjja2i , 
nh.4 = LU + a6i(+4/ac~i, 
Ku = Mu + c(x) u(x), 
(1.4) 
where all aij , bi E Cl(Q) and c E C(Q) with c and all partial derivatives of 
order 1 of aii and bi being locally Dini continuous over Q and the aij’s are 
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symmetric. By M* and K* we mean the adjoint of M and K, respectively, 
that is, 
and 
M*u = h - b,aulax, 
K”u = M*u + cu. 
A function zc is called a generalized solution of Ku = f if u ELI(Q) locally and 
(u, K*v) = (f, y) for all q~ E C,,“(Q) ( i.e., v E P(D) and has compact support 
in Q). 
For V CC J2,O < t < 6(V), K a nonnegative integer and appropriate f, aij , bi 
and c, we define ~~(t, V) to be the maximum of all ~~(t, aij , V) ~~+r(t, qi , V), 
~~+a(t, bi , V), r+(t, c, V), ~~(t, f, V) and t and define $$(t, V) to be the maxi- 
mum of all wf(t, aij, V), &++l(t, aij, V), w,$+l(t, bi , V), o&t, C, V), o&t, f, V) 
and t j In t I. For K an integer we note that if at least 1 partial derivative of order 1 
of u,~ , of order K + 1 of bi or of order K of c or f is not identically constant then 
by Remark 1.3, the expressions t and t / In t 1 in the definitions of xs and xz, 
respectively, are insignificant for t sufficiently small. 
In this paper, we intend to establish the following results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f is locally Dini continuous on Q and u is a generalized 
solution of Ku = f. Then u can be redefined on a set of Lebesgue measure zero so 
that u E C2(Q) and Ku = f. Furthermore, for WCC V CC Q and t su@iently 
small, there exists a constant A such that u+(t, EC, W) is bounded by A times 
x$(t, v). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose u is a gener&ized solution to Ku = f and 0 < cx < 1. 
If for each V CC Q there exists a constant A such that w(t, f, V), q(t, a, , V), 
w,(t, bi , V) and w(t, c, V) are bounded by A 1 In t I-1-a, At” or At, respectively, 
then u can be redejned on a set of measure zero so that u E Cz(sZ), Ku = f and for 
each WCC Q there exists a constant B such that, for t suj’%&ntly small, wz(t, u, W) 
is bounded by B 1 In t I+, BtE OY Bt I In t 1, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 1 is a nonnegative integer and that everypartial derivative 
of order 1 off and c and of order I+ 1 of aij and bi are locally Dini continuous over 
9. Then a generalized solution of Ku = f can be redefined on a set of measure 
zero so that u c CY2(S2), Ku = f and for WCC V CC 52 and t suficiently small 
o++2(t, u, W) is bounded by a constant times &t, V). 
We note that Corollary 1 is an extension of the classical Weyl’s lemma. 
Theorem 1, with K being the Laplacian in 3 space, is essentially contained in 
Shapiro [4], but Shapiro’s approach is based on multiple trigonometric series 
while ours is based on singular integrals. 
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2. SINGULAR INTEGRALS 
We establish various regularity results concerning singular integrals which 
will be important in the sequel. We begin by stating an essentially well known 
result (see Hellwig [2, pp. 195-1971). 
LEM&Rk 2.1. Suppose V is a subset of Q, f is a bounded faction on Q, c1 is 
between 0 and 1 and H( y, x) is a junction for 3’ in V and x in L? which is CO&~UOUS 
for x + y. If C, and C, are positive constants satisfying the following: 
(9 I WY, 41 d Cl I Y - x l1-n--o;, for y in P and x in Q, y # x. 
(ii) Fo~or each x in 52, H(y, x) is once continzlously dz&‘eeren.tiable with respect 
to y in T‘ distinct from x and j aH(y, x)/ayi i < C, 1 y - x !-“--n, for 3~ E V, 
y # X and i = l,..., IL 
Then g(y) = s H(y, x) f (x) d. 2* is in c’(V) locally for y E (0, I - LX). Fuuthu- 
more, if H(y, x) is t.wice continuously d$ferentiizble .with respect to y in V, y f X, 
aH(y, x)/83ri is contimmus in ( y, x) E V x QR: y f x, i == l,..., n and C, , C, and 
C, are positive constants satisfying, for y E V, x E Q, y f x, 
(iii) ! H(y, x)\ < Cl / y - x \e-n-a, 
(iv) 1 6H(y, x)/ay, j < C, / y - R l1--n-a and 
(I-) j S”H( y, x)/ay, ayj j < C, 1 y - x I-+-cI, for i, i = I,..., n. 
Then g E Cl+(V) locally foT y E (0, 1 - LX) and 
%b’)/%‘i = s, =(y, Wyi f (x) dx, . I= I,..., n. 
The following lemma is one of our fundamental took. 
LEMMA 2.2. Supgose V is a subset of Q, f is a Dini continuous function on Q 
wd H(y, x) is a functiofz for y in V and x in Q, which for positive constants C, , 
C, , C, and co satisJies 
(i) H(y, x) is continuous fw x f y, 
(ii) I H(y, $1 < Cl I y - .Y IV, fop x # Y, 
(iii) : Ji2--B(v.d H(y, x) dx j < C, , for 31 in V azd 0 < E < co , and 
(iv) j H(y, x) - H(x, x)1 < C, I y - x ! / z - x l+n-l,for y, z in V am? x 
in Q satisf3Gng [ y - x j 3 4 1 y - z / > 0. 
Thea gb9 = Jsz WY, 4i.f (4 - f (r)l d x is un$omzly contimous on V and 
for h su.ciently mall there exists a constant A, n.ot depending on f, such that 
w(h, g, V) < dwyk, f, 52). (2.1) 
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TO establish the lemma, we first note that by using polar coordinates one can 
show, for y in V, that 
s I H(y, x>L@> -f(y)11 dx d constant sz s 
6(Q) 
w(t, f, Q)t-l dt, (2.2) 
0 
establishing that the integral defining g actually exists. We restrict h to be less 
than es/4 and S(Q)/2 and let y and z be fixed distinct, but arbitrary, paints of V 
with12 = ly--xl. 
Definingj(y, x) as H(y, x)[f(x) -f(y)ll we see that g(y) -g(x) is the sum 
of I1 and I, , where 1r and 1s are the integrals of j(y, a) - j(z, -) over the sets 
52 n B(y, 4h) and Q - B(y, 4/z), respectively. 
Applying (ii) we see that Ir is bounded by 
which, through a routine calculation using polar coordinates, is bounded by a 
constant times w *(It, f, Q). 
One can easily verify that Ia = 1s + I2 , where 
I3 = 
I [f(x) -f(41W(r, x) - f+, @I ds R--B(Y,4A) 
and 
Applying (iii) and the fact that w(lz,f, Q) < 2w*(h,f, Q), for h ,( S(Q)/2, we 
see that I4 < 2C,w*(h, f, Q). Using (iv) and integration using polar coordinates, 
it follows that IS < constant times w*(Jz,f, G). Combining these estimates 
yields (2. l), establishing the theorem. 
(2.3) Remark. If V is a compact subset of 52 and if for each x in Q, H(y, x) 
is once continuously differentiable with respect toy, y # x, and for i = l,..., n, 
GJ(y, x)/ay, is bounded by a constant times 1 y - x j-+-l then hypothesis (iv) 
of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied. This is proved using the mean value theorem, techni- 
ques similar to those in Hellwig [2, p. 1961 and a standard argument covering V 
with balls which, of course, are convex. 
The following lemma allows us to calculate derivatives of certain singular 
integrals. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let V be an open subset of Q, f be a Ditti co?ztinuous function on L? 
and H( y, x) be a function for y ifz V and x in .Q which fey positike constants Cl 
and C, satis$es: 
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(i) H(y, X) and aH(y, x)/@~ are continuous for x f J’, i = I,..., 72, 
(ii) i H(y, X)1 < C, 1 y - x l--n+1 and j afqy, ayay, 1 < c, / y - x ;-1z, 
for y + x, and 
(iii) G(y) = Jo H(y, X) d X is continuously diSfeere&iable fop y in V. 
We shall establish the lemma by showing that (2.4) holds for y in the open 
ball B( yo, r) where 13(yO, 4~) is a subset of V. For m an integer with l/m < T, 
we Ietj,n(r) be a mollifer with the following properties (see Agmon [l, pp. 4-q): 
(a) ii(x) is a function of j x j withj, E C,“(E,). 
(b) in@) 2 0. 
(c) j,,(x) = 0 for [ s 1 > l/m. 
(d) J&(x) & = 1. 
By the Tietze extension theorem extend f to E, so that it vanishes outside of 
QI where Q CC Q, . We define fm(x) as jjrn(x - 2) f (.a) dz and note that fm 
has the following properties: 
(4 fm E C”VL). 
(b) fwz(x) -ff(~) uniformly as m + co for x E Q. (2.5) 
(4 Il./i ilLffi < llfllLm . 
(4 w(kfm , B(y”, 24) < w&f, Q). 
For y E Q we define g,,(y) = la H(y, x)fm(3c) &. By (ii) and (2.5) we have 
that I H(y, x) fJx)i < Cl /If lb I y - x j-n+l, so that the integral defining g,, 
actually exists and by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, g,Jy) 
converges to g(y) as m + CO for y in V. By (iii) and (iv) we see that 
i WY, x)/?dfm(x> - fm(yj1 kc + fin(y) WY)/% (2.6) ’ R 
is continuous over T7. For y in B(yO, Y), by integrating (2.6) with respect to yi 
from yio to yi , we obtain a continuously differentiable function &,(y> with 
respect to yi with (2.6) being this derivative. By interchanging the order of 
integration and integration by parts we find that Z&(Y) = g&v) - g,Jy”). 
Therefore, for y E B(yO, Y), @,,(y)/ayi exists and is the expression in (2.6). 
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We now show that agm/Zyi converges uniformly in B(y0, Y) to the expression 
given in (2.4) which will establish the theorem. 
By (2Sb), we need only establish uniform convergence for the integral of (2.6). 
Let E > 0 be given. Since f is Dini continuous there exists a 0 < y < y such 
that for y E B(y0, F) 
s B(y,,;~ (1 x - y I> f, -Q> I x - Y I+ dx < ~/(4Cs). 
Therefore, by (ii) and (2Sd), we have that 
By (2.5b) we choose Nsuch that for m > Nwe have 
Therefore, with the aid of (ii) we have, for m > N, that 
which, together with 2.7, gives the desired inequality for uniform convergence, 
completing the proof. 
In our applications of Lemma 2.3 we will usually use Lemma 2.2 to see that 
hypothesis (iv) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. For this particular application of 
Lemma 2.2, hypotheses (i) and (ii) will automatically hold, hypothesis (iii) will 
follow by applying integration by parts and hypothesis (iv) will follow from 
Remark 2.3. 
3. MODIFIED FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
We now define the concept of a modified fundamental solution of L and 
establish various lemmas involving integrals containing a modified fundamental 
solution. We let S(y, X) denote the fundamental solution of the elliptic operator, 
Lg = n,j(y)l?2/axi arj , given by 
S(y, x) = C(y)(ln B(y, x))/~x, n = 3, 
= C(y) qy, 3s>‘-“‘“/[(n - 2)S,J, n b 3, 
where A&) are the entries of the inverse matrix R-l of R = (au(y)), C(y) 
denotes the square root of the determinant of FL, B(y, X) is the quantity 
aij(y)(x - -y),(x - Y)~ and S, d enotes the surface area of the unit ball in En . 
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(3.1) Remark. It is essentiall>r well known, for eii E Cl(Q), that S(y, x) 
has the following properties (e.g., Hellwig [2, pp. 191-1921): 
(i) For IV in I&, p artial derivatives of S with respect to x of arbitrary 
order are continuously differentiable with respect to y, for y in Q different 
from x. 
(ii) For x in a compact set and y in a compact subset of B, s f y, 
/ S(;v, x)1 < constant / In / y -- x 1 1 + constant, n = 2, 
< constant 1 y -~ s /(2-)71, n > 3. 
(iii) Mixed partial derivatives of S of order 1 < 1 with respect to y and of 
arbitrarp order k with respect to x are bounded in absolute value by a constant 
times / y - x \2++Fz-z, for x in a compact set andy, distinct from N, in a compact 
subset of L?. 
k=(F) F 
or s in a compact set and y in a compact subset of Q, y f x, 
,...) n, 
! LS(y, x)! < constant ! 3’ - x !1-n, 
i XS(y, x)/83,, / < constant ! y - s j-n. 
(v) DS(y, x) = 0, for x Tf y. 
(vi) gj(y) = -j S(y, x)LYrp(x) cE3E, for q~ E C$(Q) and y E Q2. 
Following an argument similar to that in Hellwig [2, pp. 1931, one obtains 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose y E Q, p E C,,l(Q). Then 
(a) j”?(x) KS(y, x) dx = F(Y) +- J S(y, x) K*p(xj dx and 
(b) j-q(x) K*S(y, x) dx = y(y) + f S(y, x) K&c) ds. 
%?e define a modified fundamental solution of L to be a function of the form 
S’(y, x) = q(y, x) S(y, x), where q is any C”(Q x E,J function with the set 
Sz, , defined to be the set of ally in 52 such that for x is some neighborhood of y, 
?(y, x) = I, is a nonempty set. For y E Sz, , S’ can be written as S plus the term 
(7 - 1)s which has no singularity. Using this fact, we see that (3.1) (i) through 
(iv) hold for S replaced by S’ and that the following is easily established. 
~aEMMA 3.2. suppose 3’ E -Q,, and g, E Co2(8). Tken 
(a) ST(X) KS’(y, x) dx = v(y) + J S’(y, x) K*pj(x) d,x md 
(b) J F(X) K*S’(y, x) dx = ?(y) + J s’(y, x) KY(s) ii%. 
We now show integrals involving a modified fundamental solution can be 
smooth, in spite of the singularit!-. 
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LEMMA 3.3. 
(4 J d3’) KWY, 4 dy E C(Q), for v E C,(Q), 
(b) .f V(Y) K*~(Y, 4 dy E C(Q), for v 6 C,(Q), 
(cl .f S’(Y, 4 F(Y) dy E CYQ>, for 9 E C,,(Q), 
(4 .f S’(Y, 4 F(Y) 4s E CYQ), for P E C,,l(Q). 
Proof. We shall only work with n 3 3; the proofs for lz = 2 follow similarly. 
In each of the above integrals, the domain of integration may be reduced to a 
compact subset of Q, the support of y. 
The integral in (a) may be written as 
Applying Lemma 2.1 (observing the roles of .1c and y are reversed), one sees that 
each of the above integrals are continuous, the desired result; (b) follows in a 
similar manner. Lemma 2.1 gives (c) with the partial derivative with respect 
to xi being obtained simply by moving the derivative inside the integral. For (d) 
it is advantageous to write the integral as 
#(x) = j” 71h x) Bl-“?y, x)f(y) dy, 
where./'(y) = CRY)/@ - %%1. F rom (c), a straight forward calculation 
and a routine integration by parts, we obtain that 
again by applying Lemma 2.1 to each of the above integrals, we obtain that 
&Q%c, E P(Q), completing the proof. 
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As one might expect, a modified fundamental solution allows one to construct 
a function that is “almost a solution” to Lu = -tp, for a given q~ E C,,1(s2), 
LEMMA 3.4. For 9 E C,l(Q,,) and x c Q, 
(a> ~4.4 f K s S(y, x) F(Y) dj = f y(y) KS’(y, x) dy and 
(b) d-4 + K* .I- STY, 4 V(Y) 6) = J-&Y) K*S'(.y, -4 d% 
We shall only establish ( a since (b) follows in the same manner. Since q~ ) 
vanishes outside of sr2, , we have by Lemma 3.2, for $J 5 C,,a(Q), that 
(cp, j- S’(., x) K*+(x) dx) = (w s #(x) KS’(., x) dx - Z/J)- 
Using Fubini’s theorem, integration by parts and Lemma 3.3, we obtain 
Since $J E: Corn(Q) was arbitrary and everything is continuous in the above, w-e 
obtain the desired result. 
We note that Lemma (3.1) through (3.4) hold with R being replaced by L or 
M, simply by considering bi and c to be zero. 
4. INTERIOR REGULARITY 
We now establish a series of lemmas giving various regularity results for 
generalized solutions, including Theorems 1 and 2. We assume u is a generahzed 
solution of KU ==f, that is, 
(i) u eI?(sZ) locally and 
(ii) (u, K*q) = (f, v), for every v E C,ffi(sZ). 
(4.1) 
Through mollifiers we see that (4.1 ii) must also hold for all 40 E C:(Q). 
We let W and V be fixed, but arbitrary, sets with WCC 17 CC B and 7 > 0 
with V(2(n2 + 10)~) containing W. We let -qy(y, x) = p,(y - x), where p,(x) 
is a Coo function which depends only on / x I, is between 0 and I for all ,Y, is 13 
for 1 x 1 ‘3 2y and is 1 for 1 x 1 < y. We define s’(y, x) = ry(y, x) S(y, x) and 
note that SQ, x) is a modified fundamental solution with Qn being Qn, 
We shall need regularity results for integrals involving 5’~~ which we now 
dispense of. 
YJs/30/3-3 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose k is a positive integer with U = V(2(k + 2)~) # 0. 
Then, fm Z = V(2ky), 
g(y) = s, WY, x>f(x) 2% 
is once Dini continuously dzaerentiable over U if f E L”(Z) and 
and 
h(y) = s, LSy(y, x) F(x) dx 
H(y) = s, K*S”(y, x) F(x) dx 
are continuously differentiable over U, for F Dini continuous ovw Z. Furthermore, 
there exists a co&ant A such that, for t su$&ntly small, WI(t, g, , U) aud WI(t, h, U) 
are bounded by A times the m&mum of W*(t, F, Z), t 1 In t 1 and wf(t, aij , Z), 
i, j = l,..., n. 
We shall only prove the theorem for n 3 3; the case n = 2 follows similarly. 
For I = l,..., IZ, we consider 
R(Y) = (a - 3% Iz ~S?Y, 4hf(4 dx, 
which may be written as 
WY>/~Y, s, V(Y> 4 B(Y, 4-“‘“f(x) dx 
+ C(Y) s, W’(Y, 4l~W(y, 41-"'2fW dn: 
+ C(Y)(~ - d2)‘3-4dY)/~Yl Jz V(Y, X> B(Y, x>-“‘“(Y - uY - A%f (XkiX. 
+ (2 - 4 C(Y) 4,(y) jz?i/(3?~ 4 B(Y, x)-“‘~(Y - 4jf(x> dx 
Applying Lemma 2.1 to each of the above integrals, we obtain that va is locally 
Dini continuous over V(2(k + 1)~). 
Hence for z E V(2(k + 1)~) and y E B(z, 7) 
YE s f aS”((rl ,..., yz-1 > t, yz+l ,a.., m), 4/W(x) dx dt 22 2 
is once Dini continuously differentiable with respect to t, over B(x, y). 
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Interchanging the order of integration, we obtain that the above integral is 
g(Y) - &+ Th us g is once Dini continuously differentiable over U, the desired 
result. 
For the proof for gi , we first note, by integration by parts, that for 3: E f,‘, 
a continuously differentiable function. Applying Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have 
that gi is continuously differentiable over U with its partial derivative respect 
to Ym 7 multiplied by (n - 2)S,, I being 
x 
.r 
z a,qy, 35) B(y, x)-“‘“(y - X)i(Y - X)jpq-(x) -f(y)] dx 
which by Lemma 2.2 and Remark 1.3 gives the result for the remark concerning 
~r(t, gz ) U). The proof g, is complete; we note that the only properties on YJ!# 
used was that it was Cc0 and vanished outside of Z for 3’ in Go 
The techniques for h are similar once we observe that for ~7 E V(+) 
a continuously differentiable function. This can be shown by applying Lemma 3.2 
to a 93 which is a Cm function which equals 1 inside of V(2y) and 0 outside of 17. 
The remainder of the proof for h consists of noting that 
and applying Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 similar to the proof for g, . 
The proof for H(y) follows easily as H can be written as sums of integrals like 
in g, gE and h. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now establish a local integral representation of u. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose f ELM locally. Then 
U(Y) = j u(x) K”SV(y, x)dx - / sqy, x)f(x)dx (4.2) 
almost eveyywhee in V(2y). 
In order to establish the lemma, we set 
where # E CQffi(V(2y)). Since y vanishes outside of V, by applying Lemma 3.3, 
we see that v E; Co8(Q) and hence satisfies (u, K*p) = (f, 9). From this, the 
definition of y), Lemma 3.4 and Fubini’s Theorem we obtain 
(#, -u + j u(x) K*S”(., r) dx - j Sy(., x) f (x) dx) = 0 
Since 4 was an arbitrary Cam( V(2y)) function, we get that (4.2) must hold almost 
everywhere in V(2y), the desired result. 
Since generalized solutions are only determined up to sets of measure zero, 
we agree that (4.2) holds everywhere in V(2y). Henceforth, u refers to the 
original generalized solution but possibly redefined on a set of measure zero. 
(4.3) Remark. For k a positive integer and y in V(2(k + l)y), Sv(y, x) 
vanishes unless x is in V(2ky); therefore 
u(y) =f-v(LB ) Y u(x) KIWI, 4 dx - jv~rav~ WY, x)f(x) dx
holds for y E V(2(k + l)y). 
We now show that u is bounded on a set somewhat smaller than V. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose f ELM locally. Then u is bounded over V(2my), 
zuhere m is a Jixed integer dependirig only on n and is less than ~9. 
To establish the lemma, we first note that Remark 4.3 and Lemma 4.2 yields, 
for some constants, C, and C, , that for y E V(2(k + l)y), 
1 u(x)] 1 x - y 11- dx + C, . (4.4) 
Using Young’s inequality for convolutions we see that u ~Ll+ll~~[ V(2y)]. By the 
Sobolev inequality, if we know u E LP( V(2ky)] we would have u ELn[V(2(k+ l)y)], 
where 2 is cc if p is greater than n and q is any number less than or equal to 
p/(1 - p/?~) ifp is less than or equal to n. (See Ladyzhenskaya [3, p. 131). 
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We define a sequence by 
PO = 1 $ l/72; P,,1 = P, + P,“/n 
and observe that 
P,,, >, P, $ Po”/n and 
if P, < n then P,_, < P&l - P&l). 
Starting with ZL ~Ll+l@[ V(2r)] and iterating the application of Sobolev’s inequal- 
ity we have 
u EL”[V(2(K -t l)y)], for 4 = Pk+l , as iong as Pn < n. 
For some k less than (n/P,,)“, P, must eventually become larger than E, in which 
case we have u E Lm[ V(2(k + l)?)], the desired result. 
We let nz be a fixed integer satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.3 and next 
establish local Holder continuity of zc. 
LEMMA 4.4. For MEL’= coca& and any ot E (0, t), ZL f c*[V(2(m + 2>-J!. 
This lemma follows readily from Remark 4.3 and Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 2.1; 
we omit the details. 
Having ZL locally Holder continuous, the next lemma, which follows from 
Remark 4.3 and Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, and 4.1, shows that u is locally once Dini 
continuously differentiable. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose f is locally Dini continuous on 8. Then u is ome Din.i 
continuously d@mentiable over V[2(m + 4)y]. 
We now establish a local integral representation of Cu. 
I;EMMA 4.6. Supposef, u, and Ou E U(Q) locally and bi , vbi and Yaij E L”(Q) 
JocalZy, i, j = I,...? -n. Then for k = I,..., n and 
gjk = S,,(f - 6b,ll!axi - CU) - %a,Jax, c%L/&~ 
(S,, is the Kronecker delta) we have 
almost everywhere in V(2y). 
We shall only outline the proof. We first observe, by smoothing u using 
mollifiers and then using integration by parts, that the following calculations 
hold for v E C02(sZ): 
@L/ax, ,LyJ) = -(u, L&o/&,) + (aaij/axk au/ax, ) a,/axj) = --(gj, , ag?/axj) 
(4.6) 
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The remainder of the proof is a slight modification of that used in Lemma 4.2 
which we leave to the reader. 
Tve now establish Theorem 1. From Lemma 4.5, ‘7~ and the gijJs are Dini 
continuous over V[~(VZ + 4)~]. Therefore by (4.5) and Lemma 4.1, u is twice 
continuously differentiable over 2 = V[2(m. + 6)~]. By Remark 1.3, for t 
sufficiently small, q(t, zc, V[2(m + 8)~] and all w(t, gj, , 2) are bounded by a 
constant times xs(t, 2). Applying Lemma 4.1 again to (4. j), we obtain that 
ws(t, 21, V[2(??2 + lO)y]), f or t sufficiently small, is bounded by a constant 
times x$(t, 2). Since V[~(VZ + lO)y] contains W and V contains 2, (1.4) is 
estabiished. 
All that remains to be established for Theorem 1 is the fact that Ku = f. For 
arbitrary q~ E C,“(Q), we have, by applying integration by parts to (4.1 ii), that 
(Ku -J ‘p) = 0, which implies that Ku = f since Ku -f is continuous 
over Q. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete; we now proceed to prove Theorem 2 by 
induction. The case I = 0 is contained in Theorem 1; we suppose Theorem 2 
holds for I < JV, N a nonnegative integer, and assume that all nij , 6, E P+2(Q) 
and c, f E Cjv+r(Q) with partial derivatives of order N + 2 of all aij and bi and 
of order N -C 1 of c and f locally Dini continuous over -Q. 
By Remark 1.3, for Q, CC Q and t sufficiently small ~,v(t, Q,) and &(t, Q) 
are bounded by a constant, depending on -Qr, times t and t 1 In t j, respectively. 
From the induction hypothesis, we obtain that ZI can be redefined on a set of 
measure zero so that u E CIV+‘(Q)), KU = f and for Qr CC Q and t sufficiently 
small, w N+2(t, u, 0,) is b ounded by a constant times t 1 In f /. In particular, 
partial derivatives of u of order .iN -+ 2 are locally Dini continuous 
over 52. 
From Lemma 4.6, (4.6) and integration by parts, we have for K = I,..., n 
and all p E Cam(Q) that (&/ax, , L?) = (g, , q~), where 
Therefore, &/ax, is a generalized solution to Lm = gh , where g, E P(Q), 
partial derivatives of order 1V of g, are locally Dini continuous over Q and for 
Qr CC 52, CC 8 and t sufficient smallj w$(t, g, , QJ is bounded by a constant 
times x$+r( t, Qe). 
By the induction hypothesis we obtain that &jar, E C”+“(Q) and for 
QI CC J2, CC Q and t sufficiently small, ~~+a(t, &/&x, Q,) is bounded by a 
constant times the maximum of w$(t, g, , Q,) and the @t, aii , 52,)‘s. This 
gives the desired result of Theorem 2 with I = N + 1. By induction, the proof 
of Theorem 2 is complete. 
In closing we would like to point out that Theorem 2 has an obvious corollary 
analoguous to corollary 1; we leave its formulation to the interested 
reader. 
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